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FRAUD ON THE RISE?

Fraud may increase with economic distress:
Desperate people do desperate things
Cressey’s Fraud Triangle
“Pressure,” motivation or
incentive to commit fraud:
Ø Keep my job
Ø Pay my bills
Ø Mad about pay cut

Ø Increased external pressure to commit
fraud
Ø Easier to rationalize
“Rationalization,” or
justification alleviates guilt:
Ø “We need this to save the
company!”
Ø “I’ll fix this when things go
back to normal”
Ø “Everyone else is doing it”

Opportunity is something companies
can control
Ø Internal controls
Ø Tone at the top and middle
Ø Culture
Ø Communications and training
Ø Monitoring & Investigations
We don’t tolerate fraud and
you will be caught

Fraud Today™
Arrogance: or lack of conscience is an attitude of superiority and
entitlement or greed on the part of a person who believes that
internal controls simply do not personally apply.
Competence: is an individual’s ability to override internal
controls, develop a sophisticated concealment strategy, and to
control the social situation to his or her advantage by selling it to
others, coercing them, or bullying them into doing something
improper.
Opportunity: weak controls provide the opportunity for a person to
commit fraud.
Pressure: There is a motive to commit and conceal a fraud
Rationalization: Not an ex post facto means of justifying a theft or
fraud that has already occurred. Sociopaths do not rationalize!
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Fraud on the Rise: ACFE Survey
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ACFE Survey Respondents
24% government and public
administration
21% banking/financial
services
16% professional services
39% other industries
________________
54% US and Canada
46% ROW
________________
58% In-house
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners survey of more than 1,800 anti-fraud professionals: April/May 2020
• 68% said they had already seen an increase in fraud activity at their organizations since Covid-19 began
• 93% expect fraud to increase over the next 12 months, and more than ½ expect a significant increase
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ACFE Survey
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ACFE Survey
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Expectations of Regulators and Prosecutors

Ethan P. Davis,
Acting AAG for
the Civil Division

• DOJ “will energetically use every enforcement tool available to prevent wrongdoers from exploiting the
COVID-19 crisis.”
• "we will deploy the False Claims Act against those who commit fraud related to the various COVID-19
stimulus programs, like the Paycheck Protection Program and the Main Street Credit Facility.”
• “In a time when the government is injecting vast amounts of federal funds into the U.S. economy, vigorous
FCA enforcement is more important than ever to ensure that taxpayer dollars are spent as intended. To that
end, the Civil Division’s Fraud Section has implemented a number of initiatives to identify, monitor, and
investigate potential violations of the FCA in this area.”
• “As with the PPP, borrowers and lenders are required to abide by the CARES’ Act requirements, including
various eligibility requirements. We will use the False Claims Act to hold accountable those who knowingly
attempt to skirt those requirements.”
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• “While COVID-19-related matters are a top priority for the Division and the Commission, our other priorities
also remain in place, and our many hundreds of investigations and litigations remain ongoing.”
• “Since the onset of the crisis, Division staff have been engaged in virtually every facet of our work, from
opening new cases, to taking remote testimony, to having Wells meetings, to filing litigated and settled actions,
and even conducting jury trials.”
• “[O]our staff has been directed to work with counsel and others to reach reasonable accommodations wherever
possible. The flipside of this, which I hope goes without saying, is that we cannot permit the crisis to be used as a
cover for gamesmanship.”
• “Since mid-March, the staff has triaged more than 4,000 Tips, Complaints, and Referrals – a 35% increase over
the same period last year. In that same period, it has opened hundreds of new investigations, many COVID-19
related, but many in other traditional areas.”
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Provides guidance for collaborations of businesses working to protect the health and safety of Americans during
the COVID-19 pandemic, but warning they
“will not hesitate to seek to hold accountable” those who violate antitrust laws through civil and criminal actions,
especially those who “take advantage of COVID-19 through other fraudulent and illegal schemes.”

April 13, 2020
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In March 2020, the FBI established a COVID-19 Working Group with 500 participants from FBI and DOJ.
As of May 28, 2020, the Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3) received nearly the same amount of complaints
in 2020 (about 320,000) as they had for the entirety of 2019 (about 400,000).”
“Of particular interest are criminals fraudulently applying for Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans or targeting PPP funds
once they have been disbursed.” More than 400 PPP fraud investigations initiated already.
Phishing emails from CFOs and CEOs
14
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Importance of Investigations: As important now as ever

Importance of Internal Investigations
16

¨

¨
¨

Where the “rubber meets the road”
for the compliance program
Stop the bleeding
Obtain information quickly for
decision makers
Board
¤ Senior managers
¤

¨

¨

Resolve potential Code and legal
violations
Promote a robust “Speak Up” culture

The Typical Path of an Investigation™
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Investigation Triggers

Allegation Triage

•

Whistleblower/tip(s)

•

Credibility of allegation

•

Third party complaint(s)

•

Alleged bad actor(s)

•

Regulators

•

Media

•

Management reviews

•

Internal audit

•

External audit

•

Compliance reviews

•

Exit interviews
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•

Determine severity /
materiality

•

Complexity / reach

•

Live, Remote, Mix

•

Urgency / time

•

Internal vs.
independent
investigations

•

Board communication

•

Crisis management

•

Privilege

Plan
•

Select investigation
team

•

Scope or look-back
period

•
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Investigation

Resolve & Remediate

Keyword searches,
data analysis &
document review

•

Discipline bad actor(s)

•

Conduct root cause
analysis & take
corrective action(s)

•

Inform appropriate
parties

•

Develop fact patterns

•

Conduct interviews, if
remote consider any
obstacles

•

Revisit & revise fact
patterns

•

Re-interview, if
necessary

•

Revisit scope & lookback period

•

Collection of electronic
stored information

Summary of findings &
recommendations (oral
or written)

•

Quality control

•

Possible disclosures

•

Possible disclosures

•

Communication with
key internal & external
stakeholders

•

Engage outside
counsel / external
consultants (forensic
accountants)

•

Address technical, data
privacy, logistical &
cultural issues

•

•

Identify, collect,
catalogue & preserve
evidence (chain of
custody and litigation
hold)

JULY 2020 DOJ/SEC FCPA UPDATED RESOURCE GUIDE
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• “The truest measure of an effective compliance program is how it responds to misconduct.”
• “For a compliance program to be truly effective, it should have a well-functioning and appropriately funded mechanism
for the timely and thorough investigations of any allegations or suspicions of misconduct by the company, its employees, or
agents. An effective investigations structure will also have an established means of documenting the company’s response,
including any disciplinary or remediation measures taken.”
• Companies should have in place an efficient, reliable, and properly funded process for investigating the allegation and
documenting the company’s response, including any disciplinary or remediation measures taken.
• Companies will want to consider taking “lessons learned”
from any reported violations and the outcome of any resulting
investigation to update their internal controls and compliance
program and focus future training on such issues

1. Is the corporation’s compliance program well designed?
2. “Is the program being applied earnestly and in good faith?“ In other words,
is the program adequately resourced and empowered to function effectively?
3. Does the corporation’s compliance program work“ in practice?

Investigations: so important, it shows up twice!
1.D “Confidential Reporting Structure and Investigations Process”
3.B “Investigation of Misconduct”
“Another hallmark of a compliance program that is working effectively is the existence of a well-functioning and appropriately
funded mechanism for the timely and thorough investigations of any allegations or suspicions of misconduct by the company, its
employees, or agents. An effective investigations structure will also have an established means of documenting the company’s
response, including any disciplinary or remediation measures taken.”
Properly Scoped Investigation by Qualified Personnel
Processes for handling investigations, including the routing of complaints to proper personnel, timely completion of
thorough investigations, and appropriate follow-up and discipline. How has the company ensured that investigations
are properly scoped, independent, objective, appropriately conducted, and properly documented?
Response to Investigations
Timing metrics? Responsiveness? Accountability, remediation and monitoring? Root cause analysis?
Resources and Tracking of Results
Sufficient funding? How has the company collected, tracked, analyzed, and used information from its reporting
mechanisms? Does the company periodically analyze the reports or investigation findings for patterns of misconduct
or other red flags for compliance weaknesses?
19
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How to Adapt and Succeed in Conducting Remote
Internal Investigations

Adapt and Prepare for Success
21

Despite office closures, social distancing and travel
restrictions, investigations must be handled with the same
level of care and diligence

Hope for the best, prepare for
the worst

Triaging an Allegation
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Internal Investigation Triage
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Prioritize based on
significance and ability
to execute without
physical access

HighStakes
Issues

Crisis Response Team
and Management

Board Committee,
Senior Management,
Government
Involvement

Serious
Issues

Serious Threats
(Possible Government
Disclosure,
Whistleblower,
Significant Liability)

Board Notification,
Senior Management
Oversight

“Routine”

Continuous Process

Senior Management
Review and Approval

Why Timeliness Matters
¨

¨

¨

Organizations that fail to timely resolve an employee tip may open
themselves up to the regulators!
Unfortunately, our experience indicates that, while many companies invest in
tips hotlines and similar whistleblower programs, a large portion of them
fail to invest adequately in a process for promptly evaluating, prioritizing,
and responding to the whistleblowers’ tips in a systematic, repeatable, and
defensible manner.
Delayed responses to tips can cause employees and other potential sources
to lose confidence in the hotline or other whistleblower program,
undermining the effectiveness of the program and adding further
complexity to the risk management effort.

Standard Operating Procedures
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¨

¨

If your organization has an investigations policy, follow it or document the reasons why it cannot be
followed during this crisis
Basic requirements
¤

Investigative Plan
n
n
n
n
n
n

¤
¤
¤
¤
¤

assign responsibilities (internal /external)
define scope and timing
identify custodians (interview them if necessary) & identify key documents: Where and how are documents stored?
preserve emails, texts and other contemporaneous documents / issue hold notice (can your IT detect deletion/alteration?)
plan document collection and review
plan witness interviews

Emphasize non-retaliation policy
Interview notes
Continuous reporting on status of investigation
Consistent format for reporting results of investigation (document collaboration, avoid multiple versions)
Defined procedure for resolution and determination of discipline

Remote Witness Interviews During the Pandemic
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•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Some of the Challenges
Witnesses furloughed or on reduced work schedules
Harder to communicate and schedule interviews
Lack of privacy in home setting
Harder to make credibility determinations - reduced eye contact, harder to
read body language, easier to evade questions
Interviewees are distracted and/or have other concerns (experts warn of
high level of mental-health problems: depression, anxiety substance abuse,
all of which effect memory and credibility)
Less formal, perhaps less professional
IT and connectivity challenges – for interviewer and interviewee

Overcoming Interview Challenges
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¨
¨

¨
¨

¨

¨

¨

Interview Method Video is preferable to telephone; choose a secure platform; test connections in advance
Interview Timing Be as flexible and accommodating as possible; consider time zones and reduced work
schedules; consider conflicts (caring for children or ill family members); can it wait until travel restrictions are
lifted?
Allow for more time than you think you will need (technical difficulties, interruptions, more follow up questions
than usual)
Interview Setting Ask for privacy; minimize distractions (kids, pets, background); provide scheduled breaks
Interview Language Do you require a translator, and if so, will they translate documents during screen sharing
or in advance?
Document Review During Interviews Do you share them in advance? (a word about data privacy later…)
If you are sharing your screen – close all other windows; turn off alerts
Have an Assistant – if possible, it is always preferable for the interviewer to have an assistant or witness to help
take notes and confirm interviewee statements
Assistant should make observations (e.g. witness was visibly upset, surprised, angry, etc.)
Set the Ground Rules - See next slide

Overcoming Interview Challenges
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Interviewer should set the ground
rules, in advance, and have the
interviewee agree in writing
Suggestions:
• No one else is allowed in the room (this can be tested during the interview
by asking the witness to walk the camera around the room)
• Attorney-client privilege / confidentiality explanation
• Non-retaliation policy
• No recording (inform interviewee it is illegal in many jurisdictions to record
without permission and you do not give permission)
• No screen shots or downloading
• Pre-arranged breaks, not while a question is pending
• Back-up plan for accidental disconnection

Upjohn Warnings
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Upjohn Warnings are still required
Consider eSignatures, DocuSign or email to obtain written consent from
witness – One document can certify Upjohn warnings and ground rules
Develop proper responses to questions like “Do I need a lawyer?” or
“Will I lose my job?”

Overcoming Interview Challenges
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Limit The Number Of Participants
A witness may feel intimidated by ‘ten screens against one’
Ideally Limited to 3 participants:
• Witness
• Interviewer
• Interviewer Assistant/note-taker
Depending on Investigation and Witness, may also need:
• Translator
• Forensic accountant
• Attorney for Witness (if separately represented)

“Successful” Interviews
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¨

Prepare an outline, but prepare to diverge
Without eye contact it may be harder to pin the witness down
¤ Dig deeper and probe “why” the witness has answered a question in a
certain manner
¤ Be sure to ask if the witness would answer differently if he/she had access
to anything in the office
¤

¨

¨

¨

You are not the police, but you are not a friend (empathize but be
persistent and test answers)
Ensure that the interviewee is comfortable, but also understands the
consequences, significance and formality of the interview
Weave in documents to focus questions and issues (more on this later)

Preserve Attorney-Client Privilege
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¨

¨

¨

Conduct of investigation under privilege must be
carefully preserved; when in doubt, have an
attorney on the videoconference
Remember waiver means waiver for all purposes
(government, civil litigation, individual defendants)
Outside counsel is easiest way to preserve privilege
¤

Where involved, makes 100% clear that is related to
investigation
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Data Privacy Concerns – for Interviews and
Documents
Need to understand which laws and regulations are applicable and which individuals are
covered under those laws BEFORE you begin data collection
• Data and information that can be shared in one jurisdiction may not be allowed in another
• For example, GDPR: data controllers and processors must have a lawful and fair basis to collect and
use personal data and ensure the security of data against accidental or unlawful loss, damage,
destruction, alteration or disclosure.
• You may not be able to “take” a document outside of a jurisdiction or “control” a document during an
interview
• In-house counsel and compliance professionals must carefully navigate data privacy obligations while
simultaneously ensuring full cooperation with prosecutors and regulators
• Lots of recent international “guidance” and rules about data privacy, but most apply to health/Covid info
• TakeAway: Obtain legal advice in the jurisdiction(s) relevant to the engagement at the outset to
understand employment law and data privacy risks before collecting data and questioning witnesses
about documents

Data Privacy and “Full Cooperation”
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DOJ Justice Manual 9-47.120 - FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy
1. Credit for Voluntary Self-Disclosure, Full Cooperation, and Timely and Appropriate Remediation in FCPA
Matters: 3.b. “Full Cooperation in FCPA Matters,” includes
“Timely preservation, collection, and disclosure of relevant documents and information relating to their
provenance, including (a) disclosure of overseas documents, the locations in which such documents were found,
and who found the documents, (b) facilitation of third-party production of documents, and (c) where requested
and appropriate, provision of translations of relevant documents in foreign languages;
o Note: Where a company claims that disclosure of overseas documents is prohibited due to data
privacy, blocking statutes, or other reasons related to foreign law, the company bears the burden of
establishing the prohibition. Moreover, a company should work diligently to identify all available
legal bases to provide such documents;” and
NOTE: “full cooperation also includes “making available for interviews … those company officers and
employees who possess relevant information; this includes, where appropriate and possible, officers,
employees, and agents located overseas …”. Even more difficult during Covid-19

Document Collection and Review During the Pandemic
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•

Electronic documents – not much has changed in terms of remote access to documents that routinely are
stored electronically, but
•
•
•
•

•

IT staff may be limited
employees working from home may save documents locally
imaging personally held electronic devices, laptops and cell phones is more difficult
Co-mingling from home: ensure that purely personal information – irrelevant to the investigation – is excluded

Hard Copy Documents – much more difficult to collect
•
•
•

employees working from home may not have access to documents
employees working from home may not have access to scanners or capability to facilitate large data transfers
employees should be given training on how to use secure file transfer mechanisms

Internal or external IT forensic teams can help companies collate data remotely
•
If collecting physical documents cannot be done safely, companies should consider how to preserve and
secure them for a later date
•
Physical inspections severely limited
BE PROACTIVE: Obtain employee consent now; install remote access software on devices; review and revise
(if necessary) document retention and personal use policies; communications
•

Document Collection and Review During the Pandemic
36

Strategies for Success
¨

¨
¨

Chain of command / authenticity – consider screen sharing and
watching employee retrieve and provide documents
Make sure you get “clean” and “complete” data
Check metadata

Stakeholder Expectations Remain the Same
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¨

¨

¨

¨
¨

Board and senior management still expect issues to be identified,
investigated and reported for assessment and actions in a timely manner
Managers and employees still expect investigations to be conducted fairly,
consistently and transparently
Complainants still expect confidentiality, protection from retaliation, fair
and quick resolution
Subjects of investigation still expect confidentiality, fairness
If the federal and/or state government is involved, they still expect
independent and credible process, access to results, and oversight of
remediation process.

Key Principles Remain the Same
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Confidentiality

1.
¤

Limit access to information on a “need to know” basis

Prevent Retaliation

2.
¤

Ensure reporters are not retaliated against. Prevent “chilling effects.”

Professionalism

3.
¤

Project objectivity, integrity, fairness, and diligence.

Competence

4.
¤

Ensure proper training and subject matter expertise.

Impartiality & Objectivity

5.
¤

Address conflicts of interest and focus on the search for truth.

Timeliness

6.
¤

Aim to address concerns promptly, without sacrificing quality.

A Note About Confidentiality
39

Struggling to find a silver lining in the crisis?
Witnesses often complain about participating in investigations for fear of
office gossip and retaliation, especially in small offices. Now, co-workers
need not know about cooperation and interviews.
Less chance of rumors about subjects of allegations / more discreet
restrictions during the investigation to prevent ongoing or future harm.
Investigations less obvious; witness and evidence tampering less likely.

Documentation
40

¨

¨
¨
¨

Document investigative steps & any
difficulties/impediments
Evidence collected
Interviews conducted
Create summary documents
Table of key witnesses/interviewees
¤ Timelines
¤

Write a Comprehensive and Objective Report
41

¨
¨
¨

Sloppy Reports lead to sloppy results and creates risks for litigation exposure
Investigator should not recommend discipline or other measures
Report Writing – Consistent Format
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤

Introduction & Outline of allegations
Procedural steps taken during investigation
Describe facts using witness statements, documents and weave in credibility determinations
Develop chronology of events
Provide analysis of evidence
Acknowledge where witness or documents are inconsistent and provide explanation for
resolving inconsistency
Follow burden of proof and elements of the offense
Document the reasons for your decision

5

FINAL THOUGHTS

Final Thoughts
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• Be proactive. With employees working remotely, there is less oversight and more opportunity for fraud. Internal
audit and compliance staff may be reduced and have less visibility. Co-workers may not be in as good of a
position to witness unlawful or unethical behavior. Companies may need to conduct more data analytics to
identify misconduct (e.g. review sample expense reports)
• Beware of Excuses. Don’t let employees use Covid-19 as an excuse to circumvent internal controls (e.g. “I cannot
solicit three bids for this purchase because suppliers are not available”; “I cannot verify receipt of the goods
because I’m not going into the office”)
• Beware of IP theft and phishing scams. Employees may be asked to share passwords or grant remote access to
information because they are not in the office to provide the requested information; fake company email
addresses that appear legitimate (can’t just “walk down to your office” to verify)
• Maintain skepticism and professionalism.
• Be patient and be flexible. Don’t set unrealistic goals and make sure your response/investigation is proportionate
to the allegation. We can only control what we can control. Investigation plans may need to be modified along
the way.
• Strive to do your best, but don’t let perfect be the enemy of good. Perhaps not every witness or document is
immediately available.

Questions?
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